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Dear Dr. Arikoglu: 

It is a pleasure to accept your manuscript entitled "The diagnostic value of impulse 
oscillometry and plethysmography for the assessment of exercise induced 
bronchoconstriction in asthmatic children" in its current form for publication in Pediatric 
Allergy, Immunology, and Pulmonology. 

Please be sure to cite this article to ensure maximum exposure of your work. 

All authors will get a follow-up email with instructions on how to complete our online 
Copyright Agreement form. 

The corresponding author is responsible for communicating with coauthors to make sure 
they have completed the online copyright form.  Authors not permitted to release copyright 
must still return the form acknowledging the statement of the reason for not releasing the 
copyright.  The corresponding author will receive notification when all copyright forms have 
been submitted. 

Consider Liebert Open Option to have your paper made free online immediately upon 
publication for a one-time fee. Benefits of Liebert Open Option include: accelerated e-pub 
ahead of print publication; email message highlighting the article; increased readers, citations 
and downloads; an identifying icon in the table of contents showing that the paper is 
permanently available for free to all readers; and immediate deposition into PubMed 
Central®. Please, contact OpenAccess@liebertpub.com, or call (914) 740-2194 for more 
information. 

If your institution is not currently subscribing to this journal, please ensure that your 
colleagues have access to your work by recommending this title 
(http://www.liebertpub.com/mcontent/files/lib_rec_form.pdf ) to your Librarian. 

Thank you for your fine contribution.  On behalf of the Editors of Pediatric Allergy, 
Immunology, and Pulmonology, we look forward to your continued contributions to the 
Journal. 

Sincerely, 

Dr. Mary Cataletto 

Editor, Pediatric Allergy, Immunology, and Pulmonology 

editorpaip@gmail.com 
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